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ABSTRACT

Designing a tunnel is significantly different from designing a normal building. Tunnels not only require maximum strength but also need for stability due to movement which incorporate stress redistribution in the surrounding soil. To allow tunnel deformation, a number of precast concrete segments are lined together and joined with curved bolts to form a tunnel ring. Due to jointing conditions and the curving shape of the segment, complex flexural movement in the segment joints is not yet fully understood. It is crucial to examine angular joint stiffness as previous researchers assumed that each segment joint has a unique value, even though they change non-linearly. This study examines angular joint stiffness in lining segments to produce a realistic model of soil-structure interactions. The behaviour of individual (non-jointed) segments and dual-jointed segments were investigated in the laboratory with a transversal vertical line load supported by two different boundary conditions to attain a moment reduction factor, $M_R$ and angular joint stiffness, $k_{\omega}$. $M_R$ was in the range of 0.132 - 0.85 for pin-roller and 0.62 for pin-pin. The $k_{\omega}$ of dual-joints for pin-pin conditions was 6000 to 7000 kNm/rad and $k_{\omega}$ for pin-roller conditions was 1035 kNm/rad. Three-dimensional segmental lining models were developed using ABAQUS 6.10 software. Initial results were validated with an analytical Unit Load method for selected load and support conditions. The model was compared with laboratory data. It was observed that the segmental tunnel lining model with nonlinear jointed stiffness for hinge interaction matched laboratory results. The simulation was successfully extended into a full soil-tunnel model for a case study. Validation was carried out with published field data from a case study for Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) Circle Line Projects in Singapore. A new level of understanding for tunnel linings was achieved from the effect of segment lining joints. When compared to a continuous ring model (tie-model), less tangential bending was observed in the simulated segment tunnel model (hinge-model), indicating a reduction in joint stiffness with increased loads and a significant effect on overall tunnel responses. A practical method to solve the soil-structure interaction of segmental bolted tunnel linings using nonlinear angular joint stiffness was achieved from this study.
ABSTRAK

Mereka bentuk sebuah terowong adalah sangat berbeza berbanding dengan mereka bentuk bangunan biasa. Terowong tidak hanya memerlukan kekuatan maksimum tetapi juga memerlukan kepada kestabilan disebabkan pergerakan dengan mengambil kira pengagihan semula tegasan dalam tanah sekelilingnya. Untuk membenarkan ubah bentuk berlaku kepada terowong, sejumlah pelapik segmen konkrit pratuang disusun bersama disambungkan dengan bolt keluk bagi membentuk satu lingkaran terowong. Disebabkan oleh keadaan sambungan dan bentuk segmen yang melengkung, pergerakan bentuk yang kompleks pada penghubung segmen masih belum difahami sepenuhnya. Adalah penting untuk memeriksa kekuatan sendi bersudut memandangkan pengkajian sebelum ini mengambil kira sendi penghubung mempunyai satu nilai yang malar sedangkan ia sebenarnya berubah secara tidak selanjar. Kajian ini mengkaji kekuatan sendi bersudut pada pelapik segmen untuk menghasilkan model interaksi tanah-struktur yang realistik. Tingkahlaku individu (tidak-terhubung) segmen dan dwi-terhubung segmen telah dikaji di dalam makmal dengan dikenakan beban menunggak melintang menegak yang disokong oleh dua keadaan sempadan yang berbeza untuk mendapatkan faktor pengurangan momen, $M_R$ dan kekuatan sendi bersudut, $k_{\omega}$. $M_R$ adalah di antara 0.132 – 0.85 untuk pin-rola dan 0.62 untuk pin-pin. $k_{\omega}$ untuk kajian dwi-terhubung bagi keadaan pin-pin ialah 6000 ke 7000 kNm/rad dan $k_{\omega}$ untuk keadaan pin-rola ialah 1035 kNm/rad. Tiga-dimensi model pelapik segmen juga telah dibangunkan menggunakan perisian ABAQUS 6.10. Keputusan awal telah disahkan dengan analisis kaedah Beban Unit untuk beban dan keadaan sokongan yang tertentu. Model yang sama dibandingkan dengan keputusan makmal. Telah didapat bahawa model pelapik segmen terowong bersama kekuahan sendi tidak selanjar menggunakan interaksi engsel telah berjaya dipadankan dengan keputusan makmal. Simulasi tersebut kemudiannya dikembangkan dengan jaya kepada model penuh tanah-terowong untuk sebuah kajian kes. Pengesahan telah dilakukan dengan data lapangan yang telah diterbitkan bagi kajian kes daripada Projek Circle Line Mass Rapit Transit di Singapura. Tahap baru kefahaman dalam terowong berdasarkan kesan sambungan pelapik segmen telah dicapai. Apabila dibandingkan dengan model lingkaran berterusan (model-terikat), momen lentur tangen yang lebih kecil telah diperolehi daripada model tunnel bersegmen (model-engsel), yang menunjukkan pengurangan kekuukan sendi dengan bertambahnya beban dan sangat memberi kesan kepada keseluruhan reaksi terowong. Kaedah praktikal untuk menyelesaikan interaksi tanah-struktur bagi pelapik segmen terowong berbolt menggunakan kekuukan sendi bersudut tidak selanjar telah tercapai melalui kajian ini.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The evolution of construction techniques and trend towards integrated use of structure design nowadays are to promote reliable and economic construction. By designing a structure into competitive prefabricated element, time of construction can be speed up especially in term of assembly times and in the same time reduce design costs and the structural weight. Construction of prefabricated elements also reduced site facilities and become less disruption thus reduce long-term operational cost. This lead to an early return on the client’s investment. A precast reinforced concrete segment tunnel lining is one of its kinds. Linings constituted of prefabricated reinforced concrete (RC) segments are routinely used in circular tunnels bored by earth pressure balance (EPB) or slurry machines because they are easily assembled inside the shield (Bilotta and Russo, 2013). The uses of segmental tunnel lining lead to an intensive industrialization of construction process and give an accurate control of the segments quality (Arnou and Molins, 2011). Segment is laid in the excavated soil one by one and jointed in various joint patterns to form a complete ring. Successive rings then laid aside either in parallel straight joint pattern or staggered joint pattern. With this integrated tunnel lining design, lining gives flexibility to
allow flexural movement of tunnel, lead to adaptable and safety to the tunnel in overall. This is also a good effort of sustainability practice.

Design of tunnel lining is not straightforward. Tunnel lining design process should be approached by iterative process to gain an appreciation of how the ground and lining are likely to interact. Soil stiffness, flexibility or rigidity of lining, interaction of soil-lining and response of joint mechanism were the included factors that should be taking into account in bending moment investigation to achieve an accurate prediction (Yanzhi et al., 2014). Variation in the structural forces in successive rings along the tunnel axis has been found in staggered segmental tunnel lining (Blom et al., 1999; Hudoba, 1997; Do et al., 2013b) which lead to a necessity to investigate the effect of joints pattern to the overall tunnel performance. Therefore, the stability of the tunnel lined by the precast concrete segments thus depends on a continuous support (i.e., joint) and pressure around the ring. An important aspect of any integrated design construction is the joint connection. In tunnel, despite the general use of continuous lining, segmental joint lining are introduced to reduce the moment resisting connections which can be achieved by various types of joint pattern. Connections joint from segment to segment and from ring to ring are introduced to make sure tunnel is capable of resisting relatively high moments but also effectively flexible to allow movement against surrounding soil.

Circumferential lining joints are relatively straightforward to analyse and quite easily to understand in terms of their behaviour pattern. However, different manner of investigation is needed for longitudinal joints. Previous researchers concluded that longitudinal joint is crucial to investigate but complex analysis to fulfil (Blom et al., 1999 and Cavalaro et al., 2011). Issues in lining are not merely about the strength, but how much the tunnel allows to flexure to overcome the ground movement. The effect of the joints on the internal forces and deformations should be taken into consideration in the design of the tunnel linings. This relates much to the importance of understanding more on tunnel behaviour, how much tunnel lining is allowed to bend and to understand their load-displacement curve. By neglecting the structural stiffness in the tunnelling-structures analysis, it yields to
significant overestimation of internal forces in the structural members (Mroueh and Shahrour, 2003).

1.2 Problem Statement

Klappers et al. (2006) mentioned that the behaviour of joints has to be modelled in a proper way because joints will highly affect the results. The effect of the joints on the internal forces and deformations should be taken into consideration in the design of the tunnel linings (Schulze and Duddeck, 1964; Muir Wood, 1975; Liu and Hou, 1991; Hashash et al., 1998; Koizumi and He, 2000; Lee and Ge, 2001). Hudoba (1997) found out that it is very important to know the detailed earth loading characteristics since the detailing of lining element’s interstices has a decisive influence of the lining stresses and deformations. It was also found that bending moment could increase with the increase of number of joint (Hudoba, 1997). Stiffness of lining may be affected; when bending moment is increased, the stiffness of lining also increased (Liao et al., 2008). Xiaochun et al. (2006) study the effects of cushion; both sealing cushion and transmission cushion and concluded the joint stiffness is greatly reduced by the transmission packing material (i.e., joint conditions). These shown that joint investigation is a crucial part of tunnel lining, thus research on this topic is significant to be carried out.

Considerable research on displacement field movement for a single and multiple tunnels has been undertaken (Schulze and Duddeck, 1964; Muir Wood, 1975; Peck, 1964; Sagasea, 1987; Verruijt, 1997; Louganathan and Poulos, 1998; Park, 2004; Blom et al., 1999; Franzius and Potts, 2005; Möller, 2006; Mohamad, 2008). However, lack of investigation still exists when accounting detailing of structural response (i.e., flexural bending moment in tunnel lining) and the behaviour of the joints condition in segment’s joints. Therefore, research was carried out to fulfil the lack of structural response knowledge in tunnel lining field.
Research has been carried out on tunnel response but not investigate the joint response in specific via analytical analyses (Liu and Hou, 1991; Lee and Ge, 2001; Yanzhi et al., 2014; El Naggar and Hinchberger, 2008; El Naggar and Hinchberger, 2012), in laboratory (Nishikawa, 2003; Teachavorasinskun and Chub-uppakarn, 2010; and Caratelli et al., 2011) and in-situ testing (Arnou and Molin, 2011). Several model tests and analyses had been carried out to examine the influence of joints on lining behaviour but in limited support design condition (i.e., fix-fix condition in Teachavorasinskunand Chub-uppakarn(2010)) which not presenting the real phenomena in field. Whilst, analytical method had shown lot of contribution in basis formulation development of tunnel lining problems. However, when it comes to application, researchers tend to simplify the angular joint stiffness value into a constant linear value (which in real is a nonlinear in manner). Therefore, this research decided to improvise the angular joint stiffness findings by carried out laboratory testing with different type of support condition to closely imitate the behaviour of tunnel and in the same time to obtain the angular joint stiffness in nonlinear manner.

Recently, attempts had been performed by researchers to conduct simulation via Finite Element Analyses on tunnel lining response by taking into account the joint model (Hudoba, 1997; Blom et al., 1999; Chen and Mo, 2009; Cavalaro et al., 2011; Teachavorasinskunand Chub-uppakarn, 2010; Molins and Arnou, 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Do et al., 2013b and Yang et al., 2014). However, Blom et al. (1999), Cavalaro et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2011) did not modelled the connection in great details. On the other hand, Chen and Mo (2009) tried to fill the gap in the problem by including an actual shape of segments. However, they only verified their modelling with field crack measurement data and did not discussed into detail on findings of joint behaviour. In addition, common practices in simulation that assumed uniform rigidity in both ring and segment joint have resulting an overestimated tunnel design moment (Koyama, 2003). Despite of diversity of numerical simulation, models were also verified with laboratory testing or analytical analyses which take constant value of joint stiffness. Therefore it can be concluded that, abundant useful information were available in the literature, unfortunately the influence of segmental joint stiffness has not been fundamentally explored in detail.
and values in the joint stiffness adopted have not been verified properly. Therefore, this research tried to fulfil the gap by developed segment model in numerical analyses and validated with laboratory findings by means the nonlinear angular joint stiffness.

Discussions on joints in segmental tunnel lining by Janssen (1983) and Blom (2002) detailed the possible joint conditions to be analysed. However, the discussions were too “structural”, in a way the analyses lacked the geotechnical aspect. It is known that, in a tunnel ring, the earth forces acting to the tunnel such as ovalisation load (i.e., soil with lateral and horizontal coefficient, and ground water table). The stress concentration from surrounding ground will induce lining segment cracking, joint bolts yielding, joint dislocation and joint tenon crushing, which all results in serious slurry and water leakage problems. Longitudinal ground settlements also lead to over-stress the tunnel concrete segmental lining (Wang et al., 2014). Bear in mind that tunnels take beneficial condition flexible movement rather than higher strength. It is more beneficial to assure the high flexibility of lining to sustain hoop forces rather than to put higher safety of factor in moment (Bakker, 2003). Thus, interaction study of segmental tunnel lining with surrounding ground must be carried out to provide more certain knowledge in future. Therefore, this research focuses on bending moment of segmental tunnel lining as to gain benefit from flexible tunnel lining design in order to withstand the surrounding soil and additional unexpected range of future external loading for lining.

1.3 Objectives

Linings are assemble in segmental parts and connected with bolt and packing material, which give effect to the overall structural behaviour. Joints allow tunnel to rotate and allow deformation. It is an urge to carry out this research to fulfil the gap
of understanding the behaviour of flexural moment in segmental lining (i.e., segment’s joint) as their performance are complex and not fully understood. This research is to fundamentally record and quantify the stiffness in joint of lining and to produce a realistic model of soil-structure interaction in segmental precast tunnel lining that taken into account the detailing of jointed lining system.

In specific, this research embarks the following objectives:

(a) to identify the behaviour of individual segment and jointed tunnel lining segment in laboratory test through moment reduction factor and to identify angular joint stiffness of segment’s joint

(b) to perform simulation in three dimensional numerical model and to calibrate the model design with laboratory findings

(c) to establish the model of tunnel segment’s joint by means moment-rotation

(d) to improvise the simulation into a full soil-tunnel modelling with establish segment’s joint model through a case study

Research are carried out via laboratory testing, numerical modelling using Finite Element via ABAQUS 6.10 and verified with a case study. It is expected the new findings on jointed stiffness for segment lining can be used to model the tunnel interaction ground problems more accurately.

1.4 Scope of Study

The scope of study is limited to precast segment tunnel lining with and without curve bolt joints. This research focuses on flexural bending moment behaviour within segment’s joint and discuss their effect to soil arching at tunnel periphery. Crack propagation is not taken into account as the scope of study limit the
discussion on flexural bending moment response only. As segmental tunnel lining is built in curved shape, the complexity of joint condition from segment to segment must fundamentally be investigated. Comparison between simulated staggered tunnel ring with established segment’s joint and circumferential ring tunnel without joint or simplified manner of joint (i.e., tie constraint) were carried out in order to show significant effect of improved tunnel lining design method.

1.5 Significant of Study

This study intended to carry out a complete investigation on design method in tunnel lining with joint, by considering nonlinear joint stiffness - to able predict better the soil-tunnel interaction behaviour. Blom (2002) mentioned about moment rotation in joints, which can be divided into several stages; constant stiffness, reduced stiffness, reduced stiffness with plastic stress. Currently, past studies simplified the problem using the moment reduction factor (i.e., assume constant stiffness, or reduced stiffness) and not considering the non-linear stage of stiffness reduction. Reviews of the related technical literatures also show that the numerical methods often simplify either the detailed structures of the tunnel or the external loads and boundary conditions. These simplified approaches are acceptable in most cases but may lead to some inaccuracies. Such as it may underestimate the dynamic stress of the tunnel, and it cannot reflect the joint width variation between tunnel linings. By taking into detail the tunnel joint parameters nonlinearly, this approach together with full soil-tunnel numerical analysis, will help to quantify the tolerance error when compare to simple simulation. The novelty of this research emphasized on the use of actual joint-connection parameter, the nonlinear angular joint stiffness. Quantifying the jointed stiffness parameter correctly is the first step to solve the interaction-ground problems in tunnel lining in more certainty. By doing this, it is also forecast to improve prediction on flexural moment behaviour in tunnel lining as well as surface settlement prediction near the tunnel.
1.6 Hypotheses

Conventional lining design usually taken tunnel lining as a uniform rigidity ring model of lining by implying high partial safety factor on bending moment which is over estimated, due to incorrect assumptions (Koyama, 2003). Xiaochun et al. (2006) emphasized that joint rotational stiffness give great affect to the magnitude of bending moment of tunnel circumferentially. Moreover, Luttikholt (2007) emphasized that the influence of joints on the global lining behaviour is significant especially when the interaction between segments is included, more realistic tunnel lining response can be obtained. By considering segment’s joint behaviour (which then effects the tunnel circumferential and longitudinal safety in overall), it is anticipated that full ring segments with nonlinear joint stiffness will observe greater restraint thus lower the moment flexural being generated. The new flexural bending moment and joint parameters established in this study will likely reduce the error and lead to much smaller in magnitude when compared to elastic joint stiffness model (angular joint stiffness introduce by previous researchers before). Nonlinear joint stiffness was also managed to be obtained which lead to more certainty prediction in soil tunnel interaction behaviour for tunnel lining with joint lining’s bending moment themselves can cause by non-uniform ground pressures and joint eccentricities. From this point, more certainty of tunnel lining behaviour and displacement of the ground surrounding the tunnel can also be evaluated.

1.7 Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of seven chapters including the conclusions. In order to achieve contribution to the new level of certainty in soil-tunnel lining problems, the following chapters are presented.
Chapter 2 gives overview on soil-tunnel interaction that describes benefits of prefabricated segmental tunnel lining and joints in lining to obtain flexible condition as to bear the distortion and flexural bending moment. This chapter focused mainly on segmental tunnel lining design approach; continuous lining, segmental lining with reduction in bending rigidity and previous findings on numerical analyses regarding segmental joint solution. Then Chapter 3 deals with methodology used in this thesis. It is divided into three main parts, laboratory set up of segmental tunnel lining, numerical modelling that carried out to simulate laboratory experiment and understand the structural response and deformations obtained from simulation models and the setup of three dimensional full soil-tunnel model of extended numerical model.

Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results obtained from the laboratory tests. Tangential bending moment of segmental tunnel lining plotted with rotations of segments lead to angular joint stiffness. By comparing the non-jointed and dual-jointed model, moment reduction factor is obtained for both type of support system. In Chapter 5, the results of simulation models imitating laboratory testing are presented. The discussion on boundary conditions and interactions model adopted in the simulation model is described in details. From this chapter, angular joint stiffness interaction model was developed. Chapter 6 then continues with assessment of the angular joint stiffness affect in full soil-tunnel lining model, by considering measured surface settlement and tangential bending moment of a case study. The three dimensional model are carried out with fast tunnel excavation method. The well-known Mohr Coulomb soil model is adopted to model seven layers of soil properties. In particular, it has been shown that the angular joint stiffness model could improve the variation of bending moment predictions in tunnel lining. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the work present, arriving at conclusions and providing recommendations for future research.
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